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We extend the simple type system of higher{order algebra with transnite types. We
present a general model theory for transnite higher{order algebra including results on the
existence and construction of free and initial models, and a sound and complete equational
calculus. We demonstrate the use of transnite types for modelling polymorphismby specifying
a simple polymorphic functional programming language.
Higher{order algebra provides a natural framework in which to formally develop computing
systems and has been shown to be substantially more expressive than rst{order algebraic methods
(see Kosiuczenko and Meinke [1994] and Meinke [1995]). For an introduction to higher{order
algebraic methods see Moller [1987], Moller et al [1988] and Meinke [1992], while for examples of
their applications see for example Meinke and Steggles [1994], Meinke [1994] and Steggles [1995].
However one of the limitations of higher{order algebra using only binary product and func-
tion types is the diculty in modelling objects which are parametric in type, such as polymorphic
functions, partial functions, generic data structures and innite families of algorithms and archi-
tectures. We propose to overcome this limitation by extending the type system of higher{order
algebra with . The idea is that given a set of basic types we close up under product and
function types until we reach the limit at which point we add a new type, a so called limit type.
We then iterate this process to produce a transnite type hierarchy in which the limit types act
as \universal" types in which all the types below them in the transnite type hierarchy can be
embedded. We refer to the resulting theory as . Follow-
ing the approach of Meinke [1992], we develop a general model theory for higher{order algebra
with transnite types using the framework of many{sorted rst{order predicate calculus (usually
referred to as nite or simple type theory). Results presented include the existence and con-
struction of free and initial models, and a sound and complete equational calculus. Higher{order
algebra with transnite types provides a natural framework in which to model polymorphism,
partiality and error handling. We demonstrate this by considering the specication of a simple
polymorphic functional programming language based on the language of primitive recursive
functions presented in Thompson [1987]. This specication case study generalises the denitions
and results of Meinke [1994].
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a notation for transnite
types and extend the basic denitions of higher{order algebra to take account of transnite types.
In Section 3 we introduce the rst{order condition of extensionality, present a representation
theorem for extensional algebras and consider those algebraic constructions which preserve or
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induce extensionality. Section 4 considers the existence of free transnite higher{order algebras
and gives an existence theorem for free algebras in a class of transnite higher{order algebras.
We also consider the existence of initial extensional models and the conditions necessary for a
class of extensional algebras to contain an initial extensional model. In Section 5 we present a
sound and complete transnite higher{order equational calculus and give a concrete construction
of the initial extensional model for an equational theory. In Section 6 we demonstrate a possi-
ble application of transnite types by specifying a simple polymorphic functional programming
language. This specication case study demonstrates how transnite types can be used to model
partial functions and both parametric and overloading polymorphism. Finally, in Section 7 we
make some concluding remarks about the results we have presented.
We have attempted to make this paper self contained. For further background material on
universal algebra we recommend Cohn [1965], Wechler [1992] and Meinke and Tucker [1993].
In this section we present the syntax and semantics of higher{order algebras with transnite
types. We extend the and type system of higher{order algebra (see for example Meinke
[1992]) with and reformulate the denitions of a type structure , an {typed sig-
nature  and an {typed  algebra. We refer to the resulting theory as
(or simply ). A simple example of a trans-
nite higher{order algebra is presented at the end of the section. We begin by recalling some
basic denitions of many{sorted rst{order universal algebra (see for example Meinke and Tucker
[1993]).
By a set of sorts we mean any non-empty set. Let denote the set of all words in the free
monoid generated by , let denote the empty word and dene = . An -sorted
signature  is an -indexed family of sets  =  . For and
each sort , each element  is a constant symbol of sort . For each non-empty word
= (1) . . . ( ) and each sort , each element  is a function symbol of domain
type , codomain type and arity .
Let  be an -sorted signature. An -sorted  algebra is an ordered pair (  ), consisting
of an -indexed family = of carrier sets and an -indexed family
 =  of sets of constants and algebraic operations. For each sort
,  =  , where is a constant that interprets in . For each
= (1) . . . ( ) and ,  =  , where : is an operation
with domain = and codomain which interprets over . As usual, we
let denote both a  algebra and its -indexed family of carrier sets.
Let = and = be -indexed families of sets then the basic
set theoretic operations can be dened pointwise on and . We let denote pointwise
inclusion, , for each sort and denotes the fact that but = .
When no ambiguity arises we let denote the unique -indexed family of empty sets. With we
associate an -indexed family of cardinals, = = and denotes the
fact that for each . We let : denote the -indexed family of mappings
= : We say that is injective (respectively surjective, bijective) if,
and only if, each is injective (respectively surjective, bijective). If = is an
-indexed family of sets and : and : are -indexed families of mappings then
: denotes the pointwise composition
= ( ) = :
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Next we recall some basic denitions for ordinals (see for example Devlin [1979] or Henle
[1986]). Let denote the (proper) class of von Neumann ordinals. Let denote the
and for any ordinal let + 1 denote the .
All other ordinals are called , the rst being = . . . , the
next + and so on. Recall that is well{ordered by . Let be a limit ordinal,
if = then dene to be the greatest limit ordinal such that , otherwise if
= then dene = .
We dene the rules of type formation for transnite type theories as follows.
By a we mean a non-empty set. Dene the
( ) generated by a type basis to be the class
( ) = ( )
where the sets ( ) are dened by transnite induction as follows. For the initial
ordinal, dene ( ) = For + 1 a successor ordinal, dene
( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
For a limit ordinal, dene
( ) = ( )
Each limit ordinal ( ) is termed a .
We can assign an order ( ) to each type ( ) as follows.
Given any type basis we dene the ( ) of each type ( )
by induction on the complexity of types. Let be a basic type, then dene ( ) = Let
( ), then dene
( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) + 1
Let ( ) be a limit type, then dene ( ) =
In the sequel, we write to denote that ( ) ( ), for any types ( ).
A ( ) over a type basis is a subset of ( ) which
is closed under subtypes in the sense that: for any ( ), if ( ) or ( )
then both and ; and for each limit type we have , for each limit type
( ) such that .
For any ordinal and any type structure ( ) over a type basis , is said to
be a { if, and only if, the order of each type is strictly less than .
Let ( ) be a type structure over a type basis . A ( ) -
 is an -sorted signature such that: for each product type ( ) we have
two unary  and  ; for each
function type ( ) we have a binary  ;
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and for each limit type and for each type , such that , we have a unary

When the types and are clear we let and denote the projection operation
symbols and . An -typed signature  is also termed an {
when is an {order type structure. Next we introduce the intended interpretations of a trans-
nite higher{order signature.
Let ( ) be a type structure over a type basis , let  be an -typed
signature and let be an -sorted  algebra. We say that is if, and only if, for
each product type ( ) we have for each function type ( ) we
have [ ] and for each limit type we have
We say that is a ( ) {  if, and only if, is cumulative and
(i) for each product type ( ) the operations
: :
are the and ;
(ii) for each function type ( ) the operation : is the
; and
(iii) for each limit type and each type , such that , the operation
: is the dened on each by ( ) = ( )
We let () denote the class of all -typed  algebras.
Given an {typed  algebra and any function type ( ) we may write ( ) as an
abbreviation for ( ), for any and . We conclude this section with
an example of a transnite higher{order algebra constructed from the term algebra ( ).
Let ( ) be a type structure over a type basis and let  be an -
typed signature. Let = be an -indexed family of sets of variables. Clearly
( ) is not an -typed  algebra (e.g. ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ). However,
we can use ( ) to construct an -typed  algebra ( ), which we call the
( ). Dene the -indexed family of carrier sets ( ) = ( ) by
( ) = ( )
where and each is dened inductively on the complexity of types as follows. For each
basic type and each term ( ) , dene = . For each product type ( )
and each term ( ) , dene
= ( ( ) ( ))
For each function type ( ) and each term ( ) , dene : ( )
( ) on each ( ) by
( ) = ( )
4
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3.1 De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For each limit type and each term ( ) dene
=
( ) if there exists with and ( )
such that ( ) = ;
( ) otherwise.
The constants and algebraic operations of ( ) are dened as follows. For each type
and each constant symbol  , dene = For each = (1) . . . ( ) , ,
each function symbol  and any ( . . . ) ( ) , dene
( . . . ) = ( . . . )
Using the fact that = if, and only if, = it is easily veried that ( ) is a well dened
-typed  algebra. In the next section we shall see that ( ) arises as a special case of the
which is used in the proof of Collapsing Theorem 3.6.
From both the viewpoint of algebra and specication theory we are mainly concerned with the
structure of transnite higher{order algebras up to isomorphism. As we will show this structure
can be characterised by a set of rst{order sentences which we refer to as the
. We investigate which basic algebraic constructions preserve or induce extensionality.
Let be a type structure over a type basis , let  be an -typed signature and let
= be an -indexed family of disjoint innite sets of variables. To avoid
the problems associated with empty carrier sets we assume that  is non-void, i.e. a ground term
exists for each type .
The set = of over  is the set of all 
sentences of the form:
(i) for each product type ( ) and variables
( ( ) = ( ) ( ) = ( ) = );
(ii) for each function type ( ) and variables ,
( ( ( ) = ( )) = );
(iii) for each limit type and each type such that , and
( ( ) = ( ) = );
(iv) for each limit type and variables for types such that
and =
( ( ) = ( ))
We say that a  algebra is if, and only if, = . We let () denote the
class ( ) of all extensional  algebras, and ( ) denote the class ( ),
for any set  ( ) of  formulas.
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3.3 Proposition.
Proof.
3.4 Corollary.
Proof.
3.5 Lemma.
Proof.
3.6 Collapsing Theorem.
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Let be an extensional -sorted algebra. For each and any
,
Let be an extensional -sorted algebra. Then , the collapse of , is
a well dened -typed algebra.
Let be an extensional -sorted algebra, then
Let be an -sorted algebra. Then
is isomorphic to an -typed algebra if, and only if, is extensional.
Clearly, every -typed  algebra is extensional. However, there exist extensional  algebras
which are not {typed  algebras, for example consider the term algebra ( ). Nevertheless,
given an extensional  algebra we can always use the following to obtain
an {typed  algebra which is isomorphic to .
Let be an extensional -sorted  algebra. We dene the of
to be the -typed  algebra with -indexed family of carrier sets = , where
= We dene each element by induction on the complexity of types as
follows. For each basic type and each dene = For each product type ( )
and each dene = ( ( ) ( )) For each function type ( ) and
each dene : on each by
( ) = ( )
Finally, for each limit type and each dene
=
( ) if exists , and such that ( ) = ;
( ) otherwise.
The constants and algebraic operations of are dened as follows. For each type and
each constant symbol  , dene = For each , each = (1) . . . ( ) , each
function symbol  and any ( . . . ) , dene ( . . . ) = ( . . . )
In order to ensure that the operations of are well dened we need the following result.

= =
Trivial. By induction on the complexity of types.


It can easily be shown that is cumulative. Clearly, by Proposition 3.3 we know the
operations of are well dened. Thus, it only remains to show that the projection, evaluation
and injection operation symbols are interpreted correctly in . This is straightforward and is left
as an exercise for the reader.

=
Using Proposition 3.3 it is easily veried that the map : dened by ( ) = ,
for each and , is a well dened isomorphism.
An immediate consequence of the above Lemma is the following representation theorem for
extensional  algebras which is a further generalisation of the Collapsing Theorem of Shepherdson
and Mostowski.
(Mostowski, Shepherdson) 

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Follows since every -typed  algebra is extensional.
Follows directly from Lemma 3.5.
We now consider which basic algebraic constructions preserve or induce extensionality. It can
be easily shown that the class of all extensional  algebras need not be closed under the formation
of subalgebras and this leads us to dene a stronger notion of subalgebra.
Let and be  algebras. We say that is an of
, written if, and only if, and = . Let be any class of  algebras then
is if, and only if, for any  algebras and , if
and then .
Clearly, () is closed under the formation of extensional  subalgebras. Since the ex-
tensionality sentences for any higher{order signature are all Horn sentences which are preserved
under direct products it follows that the class of all extensional  algebras () is closed
under non-empty direct products. Note that empty direct products are excluded since they cor-
respond to unit algebras which are not in general extensional algebras. However, the class of all
extensional  algebras need not be closed under homomorphic images and this leads us to dene
a more restrictive notion of homomorphic image.
Let and be  algebras. We say that is an
of if, and only if, is a homomorphic image of and is extensional. For any
class of  algebras we say is if, and only if,
for any  algebras and , if and is an extensional homomorphic image of then
.
Clearly, the class of all extensional  algebras is closed under extensional homomorphic im-
ages. Next we introduce the notion of extensional  congruence.
Let = be a  congruence over an -sorted 
algebra . Then is said to be an  if, and only if, it satises the fol-
lowing four conditions.
(i) For each product type ( ) and ,
( ) ( ) and ( ) ( ) =
(ii) For each function type ( ) and ,
( ( ) ( )) =
(iii) For each limit type , each type , and any ,
( ) ( ) =
(iv) For each limit type , any types , and = ,
( ) ( )
for all , .
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Let be an -sorted algebra and be a congruence on . Then is
extensional if, and only if, is an extensional congruence on .
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Let be an -sorted  algebra then ( ) denotes the set of all extensional  congruences
on . Note that ( ) may be empty, for example if contains a limit type with at least
two types below it and is a unit algebra. A class of  algebras is said to be
if, and only if, for any  algebra , if and is an extensional 
congruence then .
We can characterise those congruences on a  algebra which yield extensional quotient
algebras as follows.
 

Suppose that is extensional. Since the natural mapping :
is an epimorphism it is straightforward to show that its kernel is an extensional  congruence
on .
Suppose that is extensional. Then we must prove that is extensional. This is
straightforward and is left as an exercise for the reader.
In this section we consider the existence of free and initial extensional algebras and the closure
conditions necessary for a class of extensional  algebras to contain free and initial algebras.
Let  be an -sorted signature and let be a class of  algebras. Let be a  algebra (not
necessarily in ) and let . Recall that is said to be free for on if, and only if,
for each and each assignment : there exists a unique homomorphic extension
: of . The -indexed family is termed the family of sets of generators for and
is said to be freely generated by . If in addition then we say that is free in on .
If is free for (respectively in) on then there exists a unique homomorphism from to each
algebra and we say that is initial for (respectively in) .
We now consider the existence and construction of free extensional algebras. Recall that for
any -typed signature  and any -indexed family = of sets of variables, ( )
is free in () on and is thus free for each class () on . It is straigtforward
to show that ( ) = . Thus it follows that ( ) is free in () on and in
particular, () is initial in (). Recall the concrete construction of a free algebra for a
non-empty class of  algebras.
Let  be an -typed signature and let be any non-empty class of  al-
gebras. Dene the  congruence = ( ) for each and any terms
( ) by if, and only if, ( ) = ( ) for each and each assignment
: , i.e. = = . It can easily be shown that if is a non{empty extensional class of
 algebras then is an extensional  congruence.
We denote the quotient algebra ( ) by ( ). By a basic result of universal
algebra ( ) is free for on . Furthermore, by a result of Birkho [1935] a sucient condi-
tion for ( ) to be in is that is closed under the formation of isomorphic images, direct
products and subalgebras. However, as we have already seen in Section 3, the class ()
of all extensional  algebras need not be closed under subalgebras. So which extensional classes
contain free algebras? To answer this question we generalise a result of Meinke [1992] which
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 T ;X = A: T ;X =  T ;X =
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There exists an -indexed family of cardinals such that for every -indexed
family of sets of variables and every non-empty class of extensional algebras which is closed
under isomorphic images, non-empty direct products and extensional subalgebras, if then
Let be any non-empty class of extensional algebras which is closed un-
der the formation of isomorphic images, non-empty direct products and extensional subalgebras.
If admits a minimal algebra then is initial in .
extended the result of Birkho to higher{order algebras with product and function types.

( )
Dene the  congruence = ( ) by = , where
= ( ( )) ( ) embeds in some
Then we can show there exists an -indexed family of cardinals such that and are
identical extensional  congruences on ( ) for any -indexed family of sets of variables
with (see Steggles [1995]). Let be any indexing set for such that = (note
that is non-empty since = is extensional and so cannot be the unit congruence). By a
basic result of subdirect products, there exists a subdirect embedding
: ( )  ( )
For each we have ( ) embeds in some so we can dene a  embedding
: ( ) By Theorem 3.10, ( ) is extensional and so ( ( ) )
Furthermore ( )
=
( ( ) ). Therefore, since and is closed under
isomorphic images and extensional subalgebras it follows that ( ) . Since is closed
under the formation of non-empty direct products it follows that  ( ) . As is
an extensional  congruence it follows by Theorem 3.10 that ( ) is extensional. Since
embeds ( ) in  ( ) and is closed under the formation of isomorphic
images and extensional subalgebras it follows that ( ) . Thus, ( )
Unfortunately, Theorem 4.2 provides no information about the existence of initial algebras.
We know the class () of all extensional  algebras admits an initial algebra, namely
(), but this turns out to be unusual. Generally, most subclasses of (), for example
those satisfying some set of equations , do not contain initial algebras. Nevertheless, a subclass
() satisfying the closure conditions of Theorem 4.2, which admits a algebra,
does admit a minimal algebra which approximates the properties of an initial model. We refer
to this minimal algebra as the ( ) . Given any class of 
algebras we let ( ) denote the class of all minimal  algebras in .

() ( )
Dene the  congruence = () by
= ( ()) () embeds in some ( )
Suppose admits a minimal algebra. Then we can show that and are identical
extensional  congruences on () (see Steggles [1995]). The remainder of the proof is similar
to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
We term () the ( ) to emphasize the fact that it
is initial in a weaker, but still non-trivial, sense. For any equational theory ( ) we
denote the initial extensional model in the class ( ) by ( ).
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equational logic with trans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logic
initial extensional model
trans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proj proj proj proj
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We extend the higher{order equational logic presented in Meinke [1992] to a
(referred to as simply
). We show that transnite higher{order equational logic is both sound and complete with
respect to extensional , algebras. We then extend this transnite higher{order equational
logic with an innitary inference rule for function types and show that this new calculus provides
a concrete construction of the ( ), which is initial in the class of
all minimal extensional , algebras.
In the sequel let ( ) be a type structure over some type basis and let  be an -typed
signature. Let = be an -indexed family of non-empty sets of variable symbols.
To avoid the problems associated with empty carrier sets in the many-sorted case we assume that
 is non-void.
The (ordinary) inference rules of are
the following.
(i) For any type and any term ( ) ,
=
is a rule.
(ii) For any type and any terms ( ) ,
=
=
is a rule.
(iii) For any type and any terms ( ) ,
= =
=
is a rule.
(iv) For each type , any terms ( ) , any type , any variable symbol
and any terms ( ) ,
= =
[ ] = [ ]
is a rule.
(v) For each product type ( ) and any terms ( ) ,
( ) = ( ) ( ) = ( )
=
is a rule.
(vi) For each function type ( ) , any terms ( ) and any variable symbol
not occurring in or ,
( ) = ( )
=
is an rule.
(vii) For each limit type , each type such that and any terms
( ) ,
( ) = ( )
=
10
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5.2 Soundness Theorem.
Proof.
5.3 Proposition.
Proof.
5.4 Completeness Theorem.
Proof.
5.5 Denition.
Let be an equational theory and let
be any equation. Then
Let be an equational theory and let be
any equation. Then
Let be a consistent equational theory and
let be any equation. Then
E ;X
e ;X E e e E
;E
E ;X e ;X
E e ;E e:
E ;X
E ;X ;E
S E ;X
T ;X t t E t t ;  S
t; t T ;X E ;X
T ;X
T ;X =
E
T ;X =
E ;X e ;X
E e T ;X = e:
; E
E ;X
e ;X
E e ;E e:
E e T ;X = e
; E T ;X =
T ;X = E T ;X = e ; E e:
T =
I ; E T
E !
S S
  S t ; t T ;X
t ; t t ; t t T
t t
is an rule.
Let denote the inference relation between equational theories ( ) and equations
( ), dened by if, and only if, there exists a (nite) proof of from using the
rules of transnite higher{order equational logic. We can prove that is with respect to
extensional  algebras.
( ) ( )
( ) =
By induction on the length of proofs.
Note that an equational theory ( ) may have no extensional models, for example
if it contains an equation which contradicts extensionality axiom 3.1.(iv). We say an equational
theory ( ) is if, and only if, ( ) = .
Given an -typed signature  and an equational theory ( ) we dene the con-
gruence over the term algebra ( ) by = for and any terms
( ) . Let ( ) be a consistent equational theory. Then it is straightforward
to show that is an extensional  congruence on ( ). Thus, by Theorem 3.10 we know
that ( ) is extensional.
Before being able to prove that is complete with respect to extensional , algebras we
need to show that ( ) is equationally generic.
( ) ( )
( ) =
The proof is omitted for brevity (see Steggles [1995]).
We now prove that is complete with respect to extensional  algebras.
( )
( )
( ) =
By Soundness Theorem 5.2.
Suppose that then by Proposition 5.3 we know ( ) = . By consistency
( ) = and so it follows that ( ) is extensional. Also by Proposition 5.3 we
have ( ) = but ( ) = . Thus, ( ) =
In general the quotient algebra () is not extensional and thus cannot be taken as the
initial extensional model ( ). To construct a quotient algebra of () which is both a
model of and extensional we need to add the following (innitary) {evaluation rule to trans-
nite higher{order equational logic.
Let be a type structure over a type basis . Let  be an -typed signature.
For each function type ( ) and any terms ( ) ,
( ) = ( ) ()
=
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6 A Simple Specication Example
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5.7 Theorem.
Proof.
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is an (innitary) .
Let denote the inference relation between equational theories ( ) and equations
( ), dened by if, and only if, there exists a proof of from using the infer-
ence rules of transnite higher{order equational logic and the -evaluation rule. Clearly, if
then = for every minimal extensional , algebra , i.e. the -evaluation rule is with
respect to minimal models. Given an equational theory ( ) we can use to dene a
 congruence on the ground term algebra () in the usual way. Let ( ) denote
the class of all minimal, extensional , algebras. If ( ) = then it is straightforward
to show that is an extensional  congruence on ().
( ) ( )
() =
The proof is omitted for brevity (see Steggles [1995]).
From the above proposition we know that () = . Thus if there exists a minimal
extensional , algebra then by Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 5.6, () ( )
Finally, we prove that () is isomorphic to () and thus, that ()
is initial in ( ). Therefore it may be taken as a concrete construction of the
( ).
( ) = ( )
( ) =
()
=
()
() ( )
Since is an equational class we know by Theorem 4.3 that () is ini-
tial in ( ). By Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 5.6 we have () ( )
Therefore, there exists a homomorphism : () () Since () and
() are both minimal , algebras we need only show that there exists a homomorphism
: () () Dene by ([ ] ) = [ ] for each and each term
() . Then is well dened since the rules of transnite higher{order equational logic and
the -evaluation rule are sound for every minimal extensional  algebra. It only remains to
prove that is a homomorphism which is straightforward to do.
In this section we demonstrate the use of transnite types for modelling polymorphism and
partiality by considering the specication of a simple polymorphic functional programming lan-
guage which is based on the functional programming language of primitive recursive
functions (see Thompson [1987]). In this specication example the rst limit type is used to
allow innite schemes of functions to be replaced by polymorphic functions. These polymorphic
functions are partial and return a value of type whenever they are undened for a particular
type. We present an + 1{order equational specication of which we show is correct under
higher{order initial algebra semantics. Our denitions and results generalise those for the algebra
of primitive recursive functions over the natural numbers presented in Meinke [1994].
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6.2 Denition.
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Spec
Spec
PR
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Spec
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undef
PT
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PR
PR error PR
eval PR
proj PR proj PR
PR
inj PR
PR
PR
id und fn proj proj PR
und PR pr switch PR
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For the remainder of this section let be a sort set such that and let  be an {sorted
signature such that 0  and  . Let be any  algebra such that = ,
0 = 0 and ( ) = + 1, for any , and let = ( ) be a correct rst{order
equational specication of under rst{order initial algebra semantics, i.e. ( )
=
We use the rst{order signature  to dene an +1{order signature () which names all
the basic functions and function building operations in our polymorphic functional programming
language. We then use the  algebra to construct a standard () model ( ). Using
the equational specication = ( ), which by assumption is a correct specication of
under rst{order initial algebra semantics, we construct a higher{order equational specication
( ) = ( () ( )) which we show correctly species ( ) under higher{order
initial algebra semantics.
The following technical denition is needed in the sequel.
Let be any type basis. For any types (1) . . . ( ) ( ), 1 we
let ( (1) ( )) denote the product type ( (1) ( (2) ( ))).
For each non{empty word = (1) . . . ( ) dene the type ( ) by
= ( (1) ( ))
We begin by constructing a signature () for our polymorphic functional programming
language using the signature  as follows.
Let ( ) = be a type basis and let ( ( )) be a
type structure over the type basis ( ) dened by
= ( )
where = and = ( ) and = ( ) Dene
the {typed signature () to be the smallest {indexed family of sets satisfying the
following conditions.
For each and we have  () and () We have
() for each product type ( ) ,
() ()
()
and for each such that , () For each and each constant
symbol  , () For each , and each function symbol
 , () We also have
()
? () ()
and for each type such that ,
()
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undef
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undef
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undef
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undef
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Given any {typed () algebra , any type ( (1) ( )) , 1 and
any , 1 we dene . . . by = and for 1, . . . =
. . . .
We can construct a standard () algebra ( ) using the  algebra as follows.
We construct the {typed () algebra ( ) as the minimal subal-
gebra of a complete + 1{order {typed () algebra which is dened as follows.
Dene the carrier sets of by = for each type , = for each product
type ( ) , = ( ) and
= = [ ]
Dene the constants and operations of as follows. For each , and each
symbol  dene = and dene = . For each product type ( )
dene : , : to be the left and right projection
functions and dene the pairing function : on each and by
= ( ) Dene : to be the evaluation function and for each
type such that dene : to be the canonical injection function. For
each and each constant symbol  dene the : on each
by ( ) = ( ) For each , and each function symbol  dene
: on each by
( ) =
( ( . . . )) if = ( ( . . . )), for ( . . . ) ;
( ) otherwise.
For each dene the : by ( ) = the
: by ( ) = ( ) and the { :
by
( ) =
( ) if = (( ) ( )), for some product type
( ) and ( ) ;
( ) otherwise;
( ) =
( ) if = (( ) ( )), for some product type
( ) and ( ) ;
( ) otherwise.
For any ( ) ( ) dene the { : by
( ) ( ) = (( ) ( ))
For any dene ? : by
? ( ) =
if = ( );
otherwise.
For any and any dene the
: ( )( ) = ( ) ( )
and the
: ( )( ) = ( ( ))
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S ; S S
; succ ; ; ; :
B S B ; B ;
; ; ; succ n n ;
b ; b
; b b
;
n b ; b
primitive recursion operator pr P P P P
nat P
pr nat
P
pr nat
nat pr nat
P nat
pr undef
switch P P P P
switch
undef
case P P P P
case
P
PR P PR
PR PR
projn PR PR PR
projn
nat
undef
PROJ switch proj id pr id proj proj proj
PROJ projn
nat bool
True False EOR
True tt False 
EOR
tt tt tt

We dene the : on any
as follows. For each product type of the form ( ) and any dene
( )(( ) (0 )) = ( )
and for any dene
( )(( ) ( + 1 )) =
( ( ) ( ) ( )(( ) ( )) )
For each ( ) such that = ( ), for any dene
( )( ) = ( )
Dene : on each by
( )( ) =
( ) if ( ) = ( );
( ) otherwise.
For each type , dene : on each by
( )( ) =
( ) if = ( ), for some ;
( ) otherwise.
Dene ( ) to be the minimal subalgebra of . Note that ( ) is a countable algebra
and that the  algebra is preserved in ( ), i.e.
=
( ) .
We now present some simple examples of polymorphic functions that can be constructed using
the functional programming language .
(i) Consider the projection function : ( ) ( ) dened on each ( )
by
( ) =
( ) if = (( (1) ( )) ( . . . )),
for some 1 and ;
( ) otherwise.
Dene the function term
( ( ) ( ( ( ( )))))
Then we can show that =
(ii) Let be a sort set such that and let  be an {sorted signature such
that
0    
Let be an {sorted  algebra with carrier sets = = and constants and
functions dened by 0 = 0 = = ( ) = + 1 and
( ) =
if either = or = but not both;
otherwise;
for any and .
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6.5 Denition.
2 2
( )
( )
( )
1 2 1 2
( )
( )
( )
( )
1 2
+
1
(1) ( )
1 1
nat
PR
PR
PR
nat nat
PR
PR
PR
nat PR
PR
PR
undef
! 2

?
  
! 2


?

2 2 2 2 2
 2
h i h i
2 2
2 2 2 2
2
h i
2 6
!
!
!
!
!
!
! ! !; !;
B

B
B
!
!
!
!
!
!
B
!
B
!
B
!
!
! ! !
! !
! !
!
 

     
;
! 
w;

n
 n
! w
n

n
!  
!
B B a B
a
; n m ; a ; n;m
; ;
; ; succ :
:
B B a B
a
; n m ; a ; n;m
; b ; b ; a ; b ; b
; ;
; ;
; :
! A
;E A
X S !
; E ;
E ;X !
E
Y; Z X x; y X t X  S x ; y X
  S
x ; y x ; x ; y y : a; b
 S c
c x c :
w   n S  S f x
X ; ; x X
f x ; ; x f x ; ; x ; a
 S  < !  w
f x : b
x x;
add PR PR PR
add
nat nat nat
undef
ADD pr case id und fn proj proj
ADD add case switch
add eor PR PR PR
add eor
nat nat nat
bool EOR bool bool
undef
case ADD EOR add eor
switch ADD EOR add eor
PR
Spec
PR Spec
PR Spec PR PR
PR Eqn PR
Spec
proj proj
inj
inj inj
inj inj error
id
Consider the addition function : ( ) ( ) dened on each ( ) by
( ) =
( + ) if = (( ) ( ));
( ) otherwise.
Dene the function term
( ( ) )
Then it is straightforward to show = We can use and
to combine function terms to produce overloaded polymorphic functions. For example consider
the function : ( ) ( ) dened on each ( ) by
( ) =
( + ) if = (( ) ( ));
( ( )) if = (( ) ( ));
( ) otherwise.
Then we can show that
( ) =
( ) =
We construct an +1{order equational specication of ( ) based on the rst{order equa-
tional specication = ( ) for the  algebra as follows.
Let be an {indexed family of sets of variables. Dene the + 1{order
equational specication ( ) by
( ) = ( () ( ))
where ( ) ( () ) is an +1{order equational theory consisting of the rst{order
equations of and the following equations.
Let , , and for each type , . For each
product type ( ) we have the equations
( ) = ( ) = (1 )
For each and each constant symbol  we have the equation
( ) = ( ) (2)
For each = (1) . . . ( ) , , each function symbol  and variables
. . . we have the equation
( ( . . . )) = ( ( . . . )) (3 )
and for each such that and = ,
( ( )) = ( ) (3 )
We have the equations
( ) = (4)
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!
1 ( )
2 ( )
1
2
( )
( )
( )
( )
 2
h i
h i
2 B
2
h i h i
2 6
j h i

 2
h i
h i
h h h i i i
2 6  2
2
2 6
undef
PR
undef
undef
PR
PR
undef
PR
nat
nat
nat nat
PR PR
undef
PR
PR
!;      
!;      
!;  
!;  
    !    
   
!
   





 ! !
 
    
    
! !
! !
x :
  S
x ; y x ; a
x ; y y : b
 S
x ; c
x : d
;  S ;  < !
x ; y x ; y :
 S  < ! 
; x x; y ; x y : a; b
Y Z x Y x ; Z x ;
Y Z x Y Z x :
 S
Y; Z ; x Y x ; a
Y; Z succ t ; x
Z t ; x ; Y; Z t; x :
 S  < !    S
Y; Z x : c
Y; Z x Y x ; Z x :
 S  < !
Y; Z x Y x ; a
 S  < !  
Y; Z x Z x : b
! A
E
und fn inj error
proj inj inj
proj inj inj
proj inj inj error
proj inj inj error
inj inj inj
undef
und inj error und inj inj
nat
pr inj inj
pr inj
inj inj pr inj
nat
pr inj inj error
switch und
case inj inj
case inj inj
PR Spec PR
PR PR
( ) = ( ) (5)
For each product type ( ) we have the equations
( ( )) = ( ) (6 )
( ( )) = ( ) (6 )
For each basic type ( ) we have the equations
( ( )) = ( ) (6 )
( ( )) = ( ) (6 )
For types such that we have the equation
( ) ( ) = ( ) (7)
For each type such that and = we have the equations
?( ( ) ) = ?( ( ) ) = ( ) (8 )
We have the equations
( )( ) = ( ) ( ) (9)
( )( ) = ( ( )) (10)
For each product type ( ) we have the equations
( )( ( 0 )) = ( ( )) (11 )
( )( ( ( ) )) =
( ( ) ( ) ( )( ( )) )
(11b)
For each type such that and = ( ), for any we have the
equation
( )( ( )) = ( ) (11 )
We have the equation
( )( ) = ?( ( ) ( )) (12)
For each type such that we have the equations
( )( ( )) = ( ( )) (13 )
and for each type such that and = ,
( )( ( )) = ( ( )) (13 )
We need to show that ( ) is a correct + 1{order equational specication of ( )
under higher{order initial algebra semantics. Following the approach of Meinke [1994] we do this
using a normalisation result for () terms. We begin by showing that ( ) is a consistent
equational theory.
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
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
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
PR
undef
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR

( )
( )
( )
( )
+
1
(1) ( )
1 1
( )
( )
( )
( )
.
For any type such that and any term
,
j
j

j j
! 
 !
! 

! 2
6 ! !
?
2 2
 2 2
h i
2 2
2 6 !
2
`
  2 2
`
2 2
6 ! 2 2 2
`
h i 2  2 2
2
PR PR
PR PR
PR PR
Spec
nat
nat
PR
PR PR
error
PR
PR
PR
inj
PR
PR
error
PR
PR
PR PR PR
PR
PR und
PR eval PR
! !
! !
! !
E
E
E E
E
!

!

!

!

 
!
 
 
 
!

!


!

!

A
;
!
!

A
!
w;
!

n
!
 n
!
n  n
A
!
 ;  
!
! !;!
! ! !
! ! !;!
6.6 Proposition.
Proof.
6.7 Denition.
6.8 Normalisation Lemma.
Proof.
Basis.
Induction step.
A E
A E A A A E
A E
A
 A T =  
  ;  A T  
T T =

! A
 A T  S
 ! !   A T
  ;
 S a A
  a  a ;
  S a; b A
  a; b   a ;   b ;
 S  < ! a A
  ; a   a :
 S  ! !
t T
E t   t :
t t c  S c
A   
E t   t :
w   n S  S
 ! ! f t T ; ; t T
E f t ; ; t   f t ; ; t :
:   S
( ) = ( )
Clearly ( ) = since
=
( ) and = . Thus we need only show
that ( ) is a model of the remaining equations of ( ). This is straightforward and is
left as an exercise to the reader.
Since is a correct equational specication of under rst{order initial algebra seman-
tics we know there must exist an isomorphism : () . We can decompose such
that = where : () may be assumed to be a homomorphism (since is a
homomorphism) and : () () is the natural mapping associated with the term
congruence . We use the homomorphism to dene a term representation for the rst{order
and {order elements of ( ).
Let : () be the homomorphism given above. For each type
such that = ( ) dene the mapping ( ) : ( ) ( ()) by
( ) ( ) =
for any type and ( )
( ) ( ) = ( )
for any product type ( ) and any ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
and for any type such that and ( )
( ) ( ) = ( ( ) ( ))
We now prove the following normalisation result.
= ( )
( ())
( ) = ( ) ( )
By induction on the complexity of terms.
Suppose or , for some and constant symbol  . Then
by denition of ( ), ( ) and since is a homomorphism we have using reexivity
( ) = ( ) ( )
We need to show that for each = (1) . . . ( ) , such that
= ( ), () and any terms ( ()) . . . ( ()) that
( ) ( . . . ) = ( ) ( ( . . . ) )
We prove this only for () , for each product type ( ) , ?
() and () . We leave the proofs for the remaining four cases
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!
 h i  2 2 2
` h i h i
h i
h i h i
` h i h i
 2
?
`
`
`
2 6
 2 2
`
`

PR
PR PR
PR
PR PR PR
PR
PR
undef
PR
PR
undef
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
Ext
!

!

!

A

A
A
 
A

A

A
!
 
A
!
!
A
!
!
A
A
!
!
A
!
A
!
!
A
A
! ! !
! !
!
!
!
!
A
!
!
A
!
A
! !
! !
Case (1)
Case (2)
Subcase (1)
Subcase (2)
Case (3)
6.9 Correctness Theorem.
1 2 1 2
1 2 1
( )
2
( )
( )
( )
1 2
( )
1
( )
2
( )
1 2
( )
1 2
( )
1 2 1 2
1
( )
1 2 2
( )
( )
2
( )
1 2
( )
1 2 1 2
( )
1
( )
( )
1 2 1
( )
2
1 2 1 2
( )
1
1 2
( )
1 2
( )
PR PR
PR
PR
und PR
undef
PR und und inj error
und
PR und inj error
und
PR und und
undef
eval PR
PR
PR
PR
PR Spec PR
PR Spec PR
t t ; t   S t T t T
E t ; t   t ;   t :
  :
  t ; t   t ;   t :
E t ; t   t ; t :
t t ; t t ; t T
t ;
 
E t ; t ;   t :
E ;   t
  t ; t :
E t ; t   t ; t :
t ; a  S  < ! 
t t ; t t T t
T
E t t t   t :
t
E t   t   t t ;
! A
I A
(which follow along similar lines) as an exercise for the reader.
Suppose , for ( ) and ( ()) , ( ()) .
Then by the induction hypothesis we have
( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (1)
Also by the denition of ( ) and
( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (2)
So using (1) and (2) above we have
( ) = ( ) ( )
Suppose ?( ), for some terms ( ()) . Then we have two
possible cases to consider.
Suppose = ( ). Then by the induction hypothesis and denition of
( ) we have
( ) ?( ) = ?( ( ) ( ) ( )) (3)
By equation 6.5.(8a) and denition of ? we have
( ) ?( ( ) ( ) ( )) =
( ) ( ?( ) )
(4)
Thus using transitivity, (3) and (4) above
( ) ?( ) = ( ) ( ?( ) )
Suppose = ( ), for some type such that and = .
Then the proof is similar to subcase (1) above except equation 6.5.(8b) is used instead of 6.5.(8a).
Finally, suppose ( ), for terms ( ()) and
( ()) . By the induction hypothesis
( ) ( ) = ( ( ) ( )) (5)
By induction on the complexity of we can prove (see Steggles [1995]) that
( ) ( ( ) ( )) = ( ) ( ( ) )
from which using transitivity and (5) above the result follows.
We may now prove that ( ) is a correct +1{order equational specication of ( )
under higher{order initial algebra semantics.
( ( ))
=
( ).
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! 

2
2 6 ! 2
`

! 2 2
2
`
`

PR
!
!
!
! !
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
! !
!
!
!
!
!
0
0
0 0
0
!
0 00 00 0 00
00 0 00
00 0
! !
0
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )
Ext
Ext Ext
Ext
PR
PR
PR
PR PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
! ! ! !
! !
! !
!
 
A
E ;!
E ;!
! !
E ;!
E ;!
!

!

A
A
!
E ;!

A

A
!
! !
A
A
!
!
A A
!
!
!
E ;!
! ! A ! !
A
A
E ;!
!
A I E
I
 A I :
 S t T  t t
T T =

a A
 S  ! ! t; t T
t t E
t t ;   t  t
! ! S t; t T
t t t T t t t t
E t t t t :
t E t t !
  t  t
 :
!
PR PR Spec PR PR
PR Spec Min PR Spec
PR PR Spec
PR nat
nat PR PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
PR
nat
higher{order algebra with transnite types
limit types
undef
undef
error algebra
order{sorted algebra
unied algebras equational type logic
Since ( ) and ( ( )) are minimal, extensional (), ( ) algebras,
and ( ( )) is initial in ( ( )) it suces to construct a homomorphism
: ( ) ( ( ))
For each type and each term ( ()) , dene ( ) = ( ),
where : ( ()) ( ()) is the natural mapping associated
with the term congruence . We need to show that is well{dened on each element
( ) .
Consider any type such that = ( ) and any terms ( ()) .
Suppose that = . Then using the Normalisation Lemma 6.8 we can show ( )
= and so by the denition of and we have ( ) = ( ).
Consider the function type ( ) and any ( ()) . Suppose that
= . Then for any term ( ()) we know that ( ) = ( )
and so by the Normalisation Lemma 6.8,
( ) ( ) = ( )
Since was arbitrarily chosen we have that ( ) = by the {evaluation rule and so by
the denition of and it follows that ( ) = ( ).
Clearly is homomorphism since the valuation mapping ( ) and the natural mapping
are homomorphisms.
We have presented a theory of which extends the
simple binary product and function type system of higher{order algebra with . The
aim of this extension was to provide a higher{order algebraic framework in which the problematic
phenomena of polymorphism and partiality could be naturally modelled. We demonstrated the
use of transnite types for modelling partial functions and both parametric and overloading
polymorphism by considering the specication of a simple polymorphic functional programming
language . In this specication case study we used the rst limit type to replace an
innite scheme of functions by a single polymorphic function. The problem of coping with partial
functions was addressed by having a basic type for undened values and dening partial
functions to be polymorphic functions which return an element of type when they are
undened. This approach allows the undened values to be partitioned from the \normal" data
values and provides a very natural axiomatisation of partial functions (compare this approach to
the so called approach, see for example Goguen [1978] and Goguen et al [1978]).
Transnite types can be used to model {types (see Steggles [1995]) and in fact this pro-
vided one of the original motivations for considering a theory of transnite types. We note that
transnite types provide a decidable typing discipline whereas {types are undecidable, since
the equality of two typing (recursive) functions is undecidable. Thus there are strong practical
reasons for considering the theory of transnite types.
A range of algebraic methods exist in the literature for coping with polymorphism, partiality
and error handling. For example (see Poigne [1991], Goguen and Meseguer
[1992], Goguen and Diaconescu [1994] and for higher{order order{sorted algebra see Qian [1993]),
(see Mosses [1989, 1994]) and (see Manca et al [1989, 1990]).
However, our approach of using transnite types is new. For a survey of the dierent approaches
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